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Unusually good Sham winner

AUTHENTIC DEEPLY IMPRESSIVE
20-1 for the Kentucky Derby is way too big

No new names entered the Notebook list after last week's racing. The impressive Sham winner
Authentic could be put on the list  of course, but the Notebook list  is not meant for the most
obvious of the obvious horses, runners that will  offer no value in upcoming races. I was most
impressed by Authentic though, and the 20-1 offered for the Kentucky Derby after his wide margin
win is way too big. The son of  Into Mischief  took the one-mile event by almost eight lengths,
despite running very green coming down the lane (spooked by the crowd, ducken in) and being
eased in the closing stages. 

It is very early to back a horse for the Kentucky Derby, but I wonder if Authentic is a bit of a freak.
A rather tall, very attractive sort, with plenty of scope, he was making only his second start here,
and he was stepping up both in class and distance. His maiden win was gained over 5.5 furlongs
at Del Mar in November. Authentic was a May foal. He was never going to make a two-year-old
and Baffert gave him plenty of time to develop. That process is still ongoing. His next start may not
come until in the San Felipe Stakes on March 7, a natural stepping stone to a more serious Derby
prep. That said, Baffert often changes his plans when spreading his Kentucky Derby hopefuls out
in the spring. Whereas many trainers map out a plan for such horses, aiming at specific races,
and stick to it, Baffert takes a different approach. He runs the one (or the ones) in a prep that have
been doing best in recent works leading up to it.  This also has a lot to do with Baffert's barn
normally housing a handful of talented three-year-olds every spring. 

Authentic could have won the Sham Stakes by ten lengths, possibly more. Unless those chasing
him home are lower end allowance horses, this was an exceptional performance – both for this
particular event, and for a young colt with so little experience. It is hard to rate the race but my
provisional figure is GF 116p, markedly better than what we have seen from any Sham winner in
recent years (see below). His runner-up, Azul Coast (also trained by Baffert), was coming off a
visually impressive debut win at Los Alamitos, where he won for fun by 4 lengths despite a tardy
start and a very wide trip. Third home in the Sham, Zimba Warrior,  was a longshot who had
finished third to High Velocity in the Bob Hope Stakes on his most recent start. High Velocity may
not be a G1 horse but he did run third, 5 lengths behind another Baffert trainee, Thousand Words,
in the Los Alamitos Futurity on his next start (failed to stay, was eased, could have finished closer).
Taishan filled fourth in the Sham. This colt was making his third start, having beaten Tizamagician
(solid winner since) over this course and distance back in early November. 

How badly could these three runners have performed? I think they are all useful and it is worth
noting that Azul Coast and Taishan both took a lot of money in the betting and went off as 2-1
shots. Yes, the Baffert camp knew that Authentic was the best of their two Sham runners, but he
was not odds-on and perhaps even those closest to him were somewhat surprised by his run.
There  should  be  a  lot  more  to  come  from  this  $350,000  Keeneland  yearling,  whose  dam,
Flawless, was a talented filly restricted to just two runs. She won a 7-furlong maiden and finished
second an an 8-furlong allowance race as a  three-year-old  (both  at  Belmont  Park).  She has
produced two ordinary sprint winners (by Speightstown and Bodemeister), so the main question is
whether Authentic will stay 10 furlongs. He wasn't stopping at the end of the mile at Santa Anita
though, and his prospects of stretching out successfully seem good.     Geir Stabell

SHAM STAKES WINNERS

2020 Authentic  GF 116p
2019 Gunmetal Gray  GF 107+
2018 McKinzie GF 110+
2017 Gormley GF 108p
2016 Collected  GF 103p
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KEENELAND CATALOGUE PAGE, AUTHENTIC $350,000


